Dear Friends, How are you?

We have been in Ireland for our Erasms + project for more than three weeks now.

During this time we have had a lot of work, challenging tasks and we needed to make some adjustments of our knowledge to Irish conditions.

We have visited many places like Doneraile Wildlife Park or some port towns. Yesterday we were in Cobh – the last port of call for Titanic and Kinsale, where the impressive fortifications of Charles Fort and James Fort guard the narrow entrance from the sea. We also had a walk at the Old Head beach which, as locals say, was lovely. Some of us could even hear the call of the Atlantic Ocean.

But, to tell you the truth, we miss our mums' dinners (some of us have already ordered „rolada” , „modro kapusta” and „kluski” for Sunday) and you guys.

See you soon at school.

Erasmus + 2017 Team